Common and specific genes in ovarian clear cell carcinoma and serous carcinoma by gene expression analysis
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Background: Gene expression profiles differences of clear cell carcinoma (CCC) and serous carcinoma (SC) have been documented, however, these studies usually miss the specific genes changed only in SC or CCC. This study analyzes gene expression profiles of the two histological types and normal ovarian surface epithelium to determine the common and specific genes in these tumors.

Methods: The gene expression profiles GSE29450 and GSE36668 were downloaded and analyzed, followed by differentially expressed genes (DEGs) analysis between ovarian cancer and normal samples. Overlap analysis was performed to identify common and specific DEGs in SC and CCC, and then these DEGs were functionally enriched. Subsequently, the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was constructed on these DEGs and Oncomine analysis was down on select genes.

Results: A set of 1,265 DEGs were common to comparisons of each of the two histologic subtypes with normal ovarian surface epithelium, such as ESPL1 and CDC25C, and they were mainly enriched in functions and pathways associated with "chromosome segregation". In addition, 2,971 specific DEGs were identified in the development of ovarian CCC including ribosomes protein genes and other key nodes. Whereas a list of 4,181 DEGs were in SC progression, such as KIT and SYK.

Conclusions: The common genes appearing on each ovarian carcinoma subtype's comparison with normal ovarian surface epithelium may benefit to shed light on the common part of molecular mechanisms for ovarian carcinomas pathogenesis. Whereas the specific genes may provide unique targeted therapy for each histological subtype.
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Introduction

Clear cell carcinoma (CCC) and serous carcinoma (SC) are two major histological types of epithelial ovarian carcinoma, one of the deadliest gynecologic malignancies, and have different biological features and clinical behaviors. Epidemiological studies have suggested a genetic predisposition for ovarian cancer, which can run in families and also favors second primary tumors (1,2). High-grade SC is the most common subtype of ovarian cancer with approximately 70% of cases and CCC occurs at a frequency of approximately 12% (3). SC originates from the surface of the ovary or in the distal fallopian tube, whereas CCC arises from endometriosis and tends to occur in younger women, 5–6 years earlier than high-grade SC (4). Despite CCC presents with earlier-stage disease, it usually correlates with
poor prognosis. For patients with CCC, median overall survival (OS) is 21.3 months (95% CI, 17.8–28.1 months) compared to a median OS of 40.8 months (95% CI, 39.7–42.2 months) for women with SC (5). The standard of epithelial ovarian cancer care remains surgery and platinum- and paclitaxel-based chemotherapies. However, CCC is reported to be resistant to standard carboplatin-paclitaxel based chemotherapy regimens (6).

High-grade SC is characterized by a high frequency of TP53 mutation with over 96% cases, and TP53 is in fact the only gene that is frequently mutated at the somatic level in high-grade SC (7). TP53 mutations occur early in tumorigenesis and thus are likely in precursor lesions of ovarian cancer, highlighting its important roles in high-grade SC. Different from SC, CCC are genetically characterized by frequent mutations of ARID1A and PIK3CA genes. The AT-rich interacting domain-containing protein 1A gene (ARID1A), a tumor suppressor, appears to be mutated in 46–57% of CCC, but not in high-grade SC (8). ARID1A mutation occurs at the early stage of cancerization from endometriosis to ovarian carcinoma, suggesting that detection of ARID1A mutation may be used for early diagnosis of endometriosis-associated ovarian carcinoma (9,10). Phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT pathway is reported as one of the mechanisms for the carcinogenesis of ARID1A mutation (8). The phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit α (PIK3CA) is a catalytic subunit of PI3K, and the frequency of PIK3CA mutations in CCC is approximately 33–43% (4). In addition, PIK3CA mutation and loss of ARID1A expression occur simultaneously (9). Except for ARID1A and PIK3CA mutations, loss of PTEN expression, over-expression of PPM1D and high levels of MTOR are also the most important molecular events that characterize ovarian CCC (8).

Gene expression profiles differences of ovarian SC and CCC have been documented, providing molecular difference in gene expression and guiding targeted therapeutic approaches among different histologic types of ovarian carcinomas. In the study by Pamula-Pilat et al., the authors find TCF2 (HNF1B) gene as a suitable marker for ovarian CCC and conclude that their gene expression profiling also shed light on the molecular mechanisms of different chemoresistance among three histologic types of ovarian carcinoma (clear-cell, endometrioid and serous) (11). Espinosa et al. report that co-expression of caspase-3 and XIAP identify two biological subtypes of high-grade SC with different prognosis by investigating the expression profile of 22 genes involved in the PI3K-AKT pathway in 19 ovarian SC and 7 ovarian CCC (12). Yanaihara et al. determine ovarian-related miRNA gene expression profiles in high-grade SC and CCC and find that miR-9 overexpression may affect CCC pathogenesis by targeting E-cadherin, inducing epithelial-mesenchymal transition (13). These studies directly compare the gene expression profiles between SC and CCC (or between CCC and SC) to identify SC biomarkers (or CCC biomarkers). However, they usually miss the specific genes changed only in SC or in CCC, which is important as the origins of the two malignancies are varying. Differ from these studies, we firstly compared the gene expression profiles between SC or CCC and normal control to identify differentially expressed genes in SC or CCC, and then performed overlap analysis to identify common genes changed both in SC and CC and specific genes independent in SC or CCC. The common genes benefit to shed light on the common part of molecular mechanisms for ovarian carcinomas pathogenesis, whereas the specific genes provide unique targeted therapy for each histological subtype.

Methods

Statement of ethics approval
The original data of this study was from GEO datasets and Oncomine datasets, thus, the statement of ethics approval was not required.

Derivation of gene expression data
The gene expression profiles of GSE29450 and GSE36668 were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo), a public functional genomics data repository. The annotation platform was all the GLP201 Affymetrix Human HG-Focus Target Array platform (Affymetrix, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). A total of 20 samples in GSE29450 are available, including 10 clear cell ovarian cancers and 10 normal ovarian surface epithelium. GSE36668 contains four serous ovarian carcinomas and four superficial scraping from normal ovary.

Data processing
The raw data including Series Matrix File(s) and annotation soft table were downloaded from GSE29450 and...
GSE36668 datasets. Probe serial numbers in the matrix were transformed into gene names by Perl (14). The R, a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics, was used to pre-process the raw data via background correction, quantile normalization, and applied “impute” package (15) to complement missing expression with its adjacent value. For genes corresponding to more than one probe, gene expression levels were determined by the average probe values. Through these processes, finally a data file was output which contains all available Entrez Gene identifiers and their corresponding expression values in all investigated samples.

**Differentially expression analysis**

Limma (16) package was used to screen the DEGs between CCC and normal ovarian surface epithelium in GSE29450 and that between SC and superficial scraping from normal ovary in GSE36668 with \( |\log_2(\text{fold change})| >0.45 \) and adjusted P value <0.05. The adjusted P value was obtained through applying Benjamini and Hochberg’s (BH) false discovery rate correction on the original P value. Cluster analysis and classifications were based on the DEGs of each histologic subtype.

**Functional enrichment analysis**

To functionally annotate DEGs identified between the ovarian carcinoma group and the normal ovarian surface epithelium group, R packages including GOstats and clusterProfiler (17) were used to analyze the Gene Ontology (GO) categories and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways with significant over representation in DEGs compared with the whole genome (P value <0.05).

**Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network construction**

Cytoscape is an open source software platform for visualizing complex networks and integrating these with any type of attribute data (18). PPI databases from HPRD (19), BIOGRID (20), and PIP (21) databases were downloaded, and 56252 pair interactions were extracted. Cytoscape 3.2.1 (22) was used to construct interaction network, and the interacted gene pairs in our curated PPI database were imported as stored network.

**Oncomine analysis**

The expression levels of ESPL1 and CDC25C gene in ovarian carcinoma were identified from Oncomine database (www.oncomine.org), which is an online cancer microarray database to facilitate discovery from genome-wide expression analyses. The mRNA expression fold in ovarian cancer tissue compared to the normal tissue was obtained. We used a Students’ t-test to generate a P value which was set up at 0.01.

**Results**

**Differentially expressed genes between each ovarian cancer histologic subtype and normal ovarian epithelium**

To identify genes involved in the development of ovarian CCC and SC, separate comparisons of each histologic subtype to normal ovary brushings were completed. Gene expression data from 10 CCC samples and 10 normal ovarian surface epithelium samples were obtained from GSE29450 dataset. With adjusted P value <0.05 and \( |\log_2(\text{fold change})| >0.45 \), 4,483 DEGs between the CCC group and the normal group were obtained. Nearly half of these DEGs [2,204] were upregulated. The volcano plot depicting DEGs (red and green points) was shown in Figure 1A. A hierarchical clustering analysis of the expression values was shown in Figure 1B.

To screen DEGs between the SC group and the normal group, we analyzed GSE36668 dataset including 4 CCC samples and 4 surface epithelium scrapings from normal ovaries, and identified 5,693 DEGs. A total of 2,719 genes have increased expression in ovarian SC compared with normal ovarian epithelium, whereas 2,974 have decreased expression in SC. The volcano plot and heat map were shown in Figure 2.

**Common DEGs and their biological meaning in both histologic subtypes**

To identify the common DEGs deregulated in both ovarian CCC and SC, we performed overlap analysis. Overlapping the DEGs of the two subtypes of ovarian carcinoma, 1,265 common genes were identified. To identify the functions of these DEGs, all of the up- and downregulated genes were mapped to terms of the GO categories, and KEGG was used to further identify the altered biological functions.
Figure 1 Differentially expressed genes between ovarian CCC and normal ovarian surface epithelium. (A) Volcano plot. x-axis: $-\log_{10}$ of P value, high statistical significance; y-axis: Log FC, large-magnitude fold-changes. Red and green points: $\log_2$|fold change| \(\geq 0.45\) & P<0.05; Black points: $\log_2$|fold change| <0.45 or P>0.05. (B) Hierarchical clustering heat map. Horizontal axis indicates the DEGs, vertical axis indicates the sample. Green represents down-regulated genes, red represents up-regulated genes. DEGs, differentially expressed genes; CCC, clear cell carcinoma.

Figure 2 Differentially expressed genes between ovarian SC and superficial scraping from normal ovary. (A) Volcano plot. x-axis: $-\log_{10}$ of P value, high statistical significance; y-axis: Log FC, large-magnitude fold-changes. Red and green points: $\log_2$|fold change| \(\geq 0.45\) & P<0.05; Black points: $\log_2$|fold change| <0.45 or P>0.05. (B) Hierarchical clustering heat map. Horizontal axis indicates the DEGs, vertical axis indicates the sample. Green represents down-regulated genes, red represents up-regulated genes. DEGs, differentially expressed genes.
arising from these common DEGs. Accordingly, 1,103 GO terms and ten KEGG pathways, such as “chromosome segregation”, “cell cycle”, “cell division” and “nuclear division” were extracted, which are important factors for identifying key genes.

In addition, we constructed a biological network by 1,126 pair interactions (Figure 3). To screen the hub node proteins with a large connection degree, the constructed network was divided into relative independent sub-modules. Three critical modules were obtained by Cytocluster, and key nodes were identified according to the connection degree in critical modules, including CDC6, CDK1, CCNB1, ESPL1, CDC25C and CCNB2. CCNB1, CDC6 and ESPL1 were involved in “chromosome segregation”, whereas CDK1, CCNB1 and CCNB2 participated in “p53 signaling pathway”. These key nodes were all cell cycle genes, and CDC6, CDK1, CCNB1 and CCNB2 have been reported to be correlated with ovarian cancer progression or prognosis (23-26). However, this is the first time to report that ESPL1 and CDC25C were associated with ovarian carcinoma. Thus, we further performed Oncomine analysis on these two novel genes. As is shown in Figure 4A,B, CDC25C is highly expressed in grade 3 of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma compared with grade 2, and elevated level of CDC25C is observed in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma compared with normal peritoneum. From Figure 4C, ESPL1 expression is significantly increased in grade 2 of ovarian mucinous adenocarcinoma compared with grade 1 with over 103 fold change. Similar to CDC25C, ESPL1 is also up-regulated in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma compared with normal peritoneum (Figure 4D).

Specific DEGs and their biological meaning in each histologic subtype

To determine the specific DEGs deregulated only in one histologic subtype, we performed overlap analysis. Total 2,971 specific DEGs were identified in the development of ovarian CCC, and these DEGs were enriched in 857 GO terms and 10 KEGG pathways, including “tissue morphogenesis” and “vascular smooth muscle contraction”. The PPI network containing 3,404 pair interactions were constructed (Figure 5). Then, we performed Cytocluster analysis and obtained 15 critical modules with key nodes. Among the key nodes, several members of ribosomes family were found (Table 1), including RPL11, RPL15, RPL23A, RPL27A, RPS25, RPS5, RPS6 and RPS7, suggesting their important roles in ovarian CCC.

Whereas in ovarian SC, a list of 4,181 DEGs were specifically identified. And these specific DEGs were enriched in 911 GO terms and 34 KEGG pathways, which included “positive regulation of biological process” and “cell adhesion molecules (CAMs)”. With these specific DEGs, we constructed a PPI network by using 8,341 pair interactions and some key nodes were identified in the top 15 significant modules according to the connection degree, such as KIT and SYK (Figure 6 and Table 1).

Discussion

Gene expression profiling studies have demonstrated an essential role of genes in ovarian carcinogenesis. Direct comparison of ovarian histological subtypes allows for comparisons and observations and has clinical implications, however, Zorn et al. failed to identified a gene set that distinguish SC from CCC by using this way, suggesting the two ovarian histological subtypes have different gene expression (30). Thus, in this study, we make two comparisons between each ovarian carcinoma subtype and normal ovarian surface epithelium. With adjusted P value<0.05 and |log2(fold change)| >0.45, a group of 4,483 genes appeared on ovarian CCC comparison with normal samples, whereas 5,693 DEGs were identified in ovarian SC comparing with normal samples, nearly 27% more than that in CCC.

Overlap analysis only revealed 1,265 common DEGs with consistent up- or down-regulation in both SC and
Figure 4 CDC25C and ESPL1 expression in ovarian carcinoma by Oncomine analysis. (A) CDC25C expression in grade 3 of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma relative to grade 2 (27); (B) CDC25C expression in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma compared with normal peritoneum (28); (C) ESPL1 expression in grade 2 of ovarian mucinous adenocarcinoma relative to grade 1 (29); (D) ESPL1 expression in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma compared with normal peritoneum (28).

Figure 5 Protein-protein interaction networks of DEGs specific to ovarian CCC. DEGs, differentially expressed genes; CCC, clear cell carcinoma.
importance of chromosomal cohesion and separation in tumorigenesis has become increasingly evident (31), thus, the combination of chromosomal instability and loss of P53 function further results in tumorigenesis and disease progression. In our study, ESPL1 was highly expressed in both SC and CCC, and involved in “chromosome segregation”, “cell cycle”, “cell division” and “nuclear division” pathways, which were the top significant pathways in ovarian carcinoma. It is also reported that separase activity is critical to the smooth progression to cytokinesis (31). Accordingly, the role of ESPL1 is of critical importance in ovarian SC and CCC, future studies present the possibility of using this protein as a diagnostic marker for the disease. The cell division cycle protein 25 homolog C (CDC25C) is a dual specificity phosphatase playing a crucial role in the cell cycle in the G2-M phase transition. In prostate cancer, CDC25C up-regulation promotes tumor development and progression by regulating androgen receptor activation (33). In addition, CDC25C is reported to be a potential biomarker of radio-resistance. Li et al. find that the total level of CDC25C increases only after irradiation and its activity remains stable, suggesting that it may be the increased presence of the protein itself that modifies the radio-sensitivity of lung cancer cells (34). Moreover, in our study, we determined that CDC25C mRNA expression was also increased in primary tumors of previously untreated ovarian carcinoma patients, revealing its potential role in ovarian cancer.

The specific genes in each histologic subtype revealed huge differences in gene expression so that 2,971 (66% of the whole DEGs) specific DEGs were identified in the development of ovarian CCC, whereas in ovarian SC, a list of 4,181 (73% of the whole DEGs) DEGs were specifically identified. Moreover, these specific DEGs constructed a huge and complicated PPI network. These findings reveal that these two ovarian histological types have huge differences in gene expression, which may be correlated with their different response to regular treatment and makes it less likely that they can be clinically managed in an identical fashion. In the PPI network constructed by specific DEGs in CCC, we further identified several key nodes belonging to ribosome family, including RPL11, RPL15, RPL23A, RPL27A, RPS25, RPS5, RPS6 and RPS7. Ribosomes are cellular machines essential for protein synthesis, and ribosomal protein genes are reported to play important roles in cancer. RPL15 is reported as a prognostic marker in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, decreased expression of which is significantly associated with poor overall survival (35). RPL23 as well as RPS13 may suppress drug-induced apoptosis of gastric cancer cells (36). High expression of RPS6 is associated with high grade renal cell carcinoma and poor clinical outcome (37). RPS7 suppresses ovarian tumorigenesis and metastasis through PI3K/AKT and MAPK signal pathways (38). In our study, these ribosomal protein genes function as key nodes in ovarian CCC, suggesting that they may be used as potential marker for ovarian CCC.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEGs in different histologic subtypes</th>
<th>Key nodes in the network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEGs specific to comparison of SC with normal samples</td>
<td>CUL4B; CUL5; DCUN1D1; HSP90AA1; RPL11; RPL15; RPL23A; RPL27A; HSP90AA1; RPL11; RPL15; RPL23A; RPL27A; RPS25; RPS5; RPS6; RPS7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEGs specific to comparison of CCC with normal samples</td>
<td>CBL; CSK; DOK1; ERBB2; GRAP; INSR; IRS1; IRS2; KIT; LYN; PDGFRA; PDGFRB; PIK3R1; PTPN6; STAT1; STAT5A; STAT5B; SYK; TYK2; VAV1; ERBB3; INSL3; PRKCA; SH3BP2; STAM2; MAP4K1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEGs, differentially expressed genes; SC, serous carcinomas; CCC, clear cell carcinoma.

Figure 6 Protein-protein interaction networks of DEGs specific to ovarian SC. DEGs, differentially expressed genes; SC, serous carcinoma.
Common genes identified in our study may benefit to shed light on the common part of molecular mechanisms for ovarian carcinomas pathogenesis, whereas the specific genes provide unique targeted therapy for each histological subtype. CCC is associated with poor prognosis after the regular treatment for ovarian carcinoma, and the failure of current chemotherapy for CCC is recognized. Thus, new therapies predominating to cure CCC may be developed and the specific genes differentially expressed in CCC only, such as ribosomal protein genes, may be designed as one of the interventions.

In conclusion, the present study analyzed the gene expression profiles between ovarian carcinoma samples (CCC and SC) and normal ovarian surface epithelium, and overlap analysis identified the common and specific DEGs in ovarian CCC and SC. Functional annotation of the DEGs into GO terms and KEGG pathways was performed, and a PPI network was constructed, followed by module analysis. Common genes including ESPL1 and CDC25C may have important roles in ovarian carcinoma development, and specific genes including ribosomal protein genes may be associated with CCC progression and unique targeted therapy.
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